rudder straps are pressed over them in a fairly tight fit, the rudder
will hang in place. If you wish to show more accurate detail, drill a
carefully sized vertical hole through both blocks before gluing
them on the transom to allow a fine I½" finish nail or length of
wire to pass through them, representing the rudder-mounting
rod.

MATERIALS
Sheetwood:
1 /s x 3 x 4" - maststep
1/1& x 4 x 5½" - daggerboard rudder
3152 x I x IO" - tiller
1 /s" scrap - daggerboard case cap
1/,2" scrap - tiller cheeks
Photo 6 shows the daggerboard case being marked. To find the
proper final height of the case, with the middle seat resting on its
support blocks and the forward edge of the seat held behind the
center frame, hold a small straightedge against the bottom of the
seat and mark along its top edge across the case side. Cutting to
this line will allow the daggerboard trunk cap to sit flush with the
top of the seat. Now you may glue the daggerboard case in
position.
The cutting, positioning, and fitting of the maststep (from 1/s"
wood), the mast hole in the step and through the forward seat, the
daggerboard (from 111&" wood), and the case cap (from 1 /s" wood),
are all detailed on the plans, and should present no problems. A
small, narrow strip of wood is glued lengthwise to the bottom of
the case cap so that it fits securely in the case slot and holds the cap
in place when the board itself is not inserted.
The seats should now be glued in place.
Follow the plans for the rudder and tiller. Cut the tiller cheeks
from 1/,2" scrap wood. The end of the tiller should be trimmed to
the same thickness as the rudder so that when the tiller cheeks are
glued on, they will sandwich the rudder in a press fit (don't glue
1hem to the rudder).
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The sketch shows how the rudder is mounted to the stern
transom of the boat. Small straps made from scrap planking wood
are glued to each side of the rudder, where bronze fittings would be
on a full-sized boat. Glue small blocks of a proper size (cut from
111&" scrap) to the transom in the correct position so that when the
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Spars
MATERIALS
Stripwood:
3/s x 3/s x 13" - mast
3/1& x 3/i& x IO" - yard
3/1& x 3/i& x 12" - boom
Cut the spars to length and, taking the shape from the plans,
draw the taper on all four sides of the mast. Start with a centerline
down the length of each side to ensure that you don't put in a
lopsided taper. Note that the mast tapers two ways: a short, quick
taper in the base to the heel, and a long taper to the head. Cut to the
taper lines, then trim the edges of the four-sided wood with a file,
rasp, or sandpaper glued to a flat stick, to form an eight-sided
piece. Now sand the sharp edges until the spar is round. Use
increasingly fine sheets of sandpaper held in the palm of your
hand to form a curve until you arrive at the proper shape and
smoothness. Work slowly and don't try to take off t�o much at
once, or you may take too much off. The other two spars are
thinner, with less marked tapers, and you may be able to work
those simply by eye.
Cradle
MATERIALS
Sheetwood: 1/s x 3 x 4" - cradle-support pieces
Stripwood: 'Ii&/ x 3/1& x 12" - cradle longitudinals
Cut out the cradle's forward and aft support pieces from 1/s"
material and cut the notch for the boat's keel in each piece as
shown on the plan. Cut the two longitudinal pieces to length,
then glue them end on to the two supports to make a rigid, boxlike
structure. Make sure it is square, without a wobble. The hull of
your boat will rest in the cradle high enough to allow the rudder to
be mounted. The daggerboard may be inserted through the dag
gerboard case and partway below the bottom of the hull, but it will
not go all the way down (that would require a cradle so high as to
look awkward on display).
Sand the daggerboard so that it will be thin enough to fit
snugly in the case but not so tight that you have to force it
through. Don't forget to allow for the thickness of the paint or
varnish you use to finish your boat.
Sail
MATERIALS
Dacron sailcloth
•White thread
Cut the sailcloth to the proper shape using the sail plan as a
pattern. For rigging, use white thread for the halyard, sheet, and
lacing at the top of the sail around the yard, following the rigging
diagram. Note that the sail is "loose-footed," held only at the tack
and clew to the boom and not laced around the boom all along its
length. If you really want to get fancy, you could put three or four
evenly spaced vertical lines of very fine stitching (a very narrow
zigzag stitch would look even better) with white thread from the
top of the sail to the foot to indicate the "panels" of sailcloth used
to make a sail. Also stitch all around the very edge of the sail. Some
additional stitching at each corner would add to the authenticity
as reinforcement stitching.

Finish
MATERIALS
•Paint
•Varnish
How you finish your NUTSHELL model is your choice. A nice,
traditional scheme is to varnish the seats, tiller, and spars, and
paint the inside bottom a buff color and the rest of the inside
white, and the exterior white, with the sheer plank painted in a
brighter color of your choice, or even varnished.
Now that you have finished your model, you have learned quite a
bit about how a plywood boat goes together. Perhaps your next
project will be a big boat!

